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Cave, Mountaintop, Future City  

Schedule: A yearlong curriculum, presented in weekly sessions of 1.5 hours (or more). 7 units, 4 
sessions each, preceded by a launch session which opens ongoing critical dialogue. A keystone unit 
(“Future City”) includes an intensive retreat of 3 days, in the form of day camps or sleepover. 
Assuming 180 school days in one year, this schedule allows 7 “flex” sessions for expanding units, 
make-up, snow days, etc. Adaptable for ages ~5+. 

Materials Kit (one per student): cardboard shoebox, large LED, coin battery, 2 mini breadboards, 1 
Adafruit CPE, 1 micro:bit, 1 Trinket, 2 continuous servo motors, 2 dc motors, 2 solar panels, 1 
rechargeable 5v lithium ion battery, misc jumpers, alligators, two ping pong balls. 

Shared Equipment (prepare the making space): raw ingredients for play dough; dozuki (Japanese 
saw), hand drill, hot glue guns, school glue, construction paper, cardboard, work-table, soldering 
station, small amount of fine lumber, craft matchsticks, plexiglass, crystal radio materials, 
theremin, hackable electric guitar, Arduino Uno (for basic prototyping), Due (for DCA), Feather 
Huzzah (for IoT); model N train set; small lasers; medium gauge copper wire; bell wire. 

memento mori mosaic from excavations 
in the convent of San Gregorio, Rome
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LAUNCH 
 
What is technology?  
What is community? 
What are the community/ies with which you identify? 
What are problems in your communities that are worth solving? 
Why are these problems worth solving? 

What is the purpose of education? 
What do you enjoy? 
What are you passionate about?  
What makes you feel upset? 
What is a time and place when/where you felt safe? 
What are some (2-4) of your evocative objects? 

Draw a bicycle. 
Explain how it works (highlight and label important parts). 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ONE 

Play dough’s cave 

Make a shoebox diorama illustrating the cave 
dwellers in Plato’s cave allegory (Republic, 
VII) 

Materials: play dough, construction paper, 
shoebox, LED, coin battery 

references 

Plato 
http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/republic.
8.vii.html (Republic, Book 7) 
https://web.stanford.edu/class/ihum40/cave.pdf (abridged) 

Play Dough 
https://www.familyeducation.com/fun/playdough/play-doh-recipes 
http://scrumdillydo.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-with-cream-of-tartar.html (why the tartar) 

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

LED around coin cell battery 
represents fire

Shadows clearly articulated 
against interior wall

Fire flickers through feedback of 
variable data, potentiometer

Secured to shoebox (cave) floor 
with play dough

Cave paintings, similar art works 
(crude masks, etc.)

Humans “turn” toward light, 
measure and record light, sense 
color

Fire and people cutouts of 
construction paper

Allegory of dwellers who leave the 
cave is exposited 

Plotinus (“the big P”)

Allegory is textually exposited

Sulawesi caves, painting dated ~40,000 years

http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/republic.8.vii.html
http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/republic.8.vii.html
https://web.stanford.edu/class/ihum40/cave.pdf
https://www.familyeducation.com/fun/playdough/play-doh-recipes
http://scrumdillydo.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-with-cream-of-tartar.html
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TWO 

Exit the cave, head to the mountaintop, via self-driven 
gondola lifts 

Prototype a gondola lift to carry LEGO mini fig or 
rubber ducky out of cave (low elevation) to mountain top 
(high elevation) 

2nd and 3rd iterations: hybrid or fully solar; 
suspension cable is live copper wire, vehicle power 
derived from contact with the wire; weatherproof and 
windproof a solar powered outdoor lift 

Materials: Adafruit CPE, micro:bit, or Arduino; 
continuous servo or DC motor; solar panel/s 

references  

https://twitter.com/LEGOIdeaStudio/status/1060870628687994880 (LEGO 3d printable turn for sky 
parade) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gondola_lift 

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

Servo or DC motor, driven by 
Adafruit CPE or micro:bit

Reiterated in alternative material Finely wrought, wood, fiber, novel 
bio-dwelling material

Capable of carrying small cargo 
(rubber ducky)

Solar only DC version Solar version with backup battery 
wherein batteries are solar 
charged (fully solar) 

Possesses beacon light to alert 
other ships of its 20

Live wire to conductive wheel 
version (copper cables)

Weatherproof, year-round, out-
door, solar-only, self-contained

Allegorically traverses line from 
cave to the mountaintop. Exposit 
“going to the mountaintop.”

File:View_of_HarbourFront_and_a_cable_car_from_Singapore_Cable_Car.jpg 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki
https://twitter.com/LEGOIdeaStudio/status/1060870628687994880
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gondola_lift
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki
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THREE 

Plan the Future City (from the 
Mountaintop) 

THIS UNIT REQUIRES INTENSE FOCUS, 
IDEALLY A 3 DAY (OR LONGER) RETREAT, 
OVERNIGHT OR “DAY-CAMP”, OPTIMALLY 
WHEN THE NATIONS ARE BEING STITCHED 
TOGETHER INTO ONE WORLD 

Build paper shelters and accompanying 
stories (see Shelters Project linked 
in references); study Kyosho Jukata 
and reiterate shelters with attention 
to limited resources; form villages, 
nations, then stitch together into one 
world. Villages then nations are 
responsible for power infrastructure, 
alighting structures and transit systems, and collaborating on problem solving 

2nd and 3rd iterations: include N scale train system, sky parade (gondola lifts); fabricate 
shelters from plexiglass 

Nations should include wind turbines, solar power, chargeable batteries, transformers and 
regulators that allow power to be drawn from utility (charging) stations 

Materials: Craft materials, paper, cardboard, plexiglass, model N train set, gondola materials 

// 

Notes: binary & non-binary (switch & pots) :: sheltered/not (bin) & quality of life (non-bin) 

references 

http://ceeo.tufts.edu/documents/researchPlayfulReport.pdf (chapter 4, also 5-6) 

Bladerunner

http://ceeo.tufts.edu/documents/researchPlayfulReport.pdf
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FOUR 

Return of the Shoebox: “Reading” 
Kurosawa’s High and Low 

“The old man may be old fashioned, but 
at least he made good shoes!” - shouts 
Gondo, addressing the other directors 
of National Shoe Corporation, before 
tearing apart their prototype of a high 
fashion shoe — one he declares “would 
fall apart in less than one month”.  

Gondo has leveraged all of his assets 
in order to buy a controlling share of the National Shoe Corp — preventing the other directors 
from mis-directing the company he loves. Just as he reveals his plan to people he believes he can 
trust (his wife, and an assistant from work), Gondo’s son is kidnapped. The would-be extortionist 
demands all of the money Gondo has raised for his corporate buyout. But the kidnapper has 
mistakenly kidnapped not Gondo’s son, but instead the son of Gondo’s chauffeur. The driver begs 
Gondo to save his son, and Gondo’s wife and son also join the driver. The police promise to bring 
the kidnapper to justice. However, if Gondo pays the ransom, a bank will foreclose on his house, 
and the other directors of National Shoes will take over the company. If he does not pay the 
ransom, the public will hate him for sacrificing a child’s life. What should he do? 

We learn eventually about the kidnapper’s life, where he lives, the fact that Gondo’s home high up 
on a hill seems to taunt the kidnapper, who says he is so hot in summer and so cold in winter that 
he cannot sleep. 

In Scratch, Excel, or Python, build a model of the shoe company Gondo wishes to run. Build a model 
of the company the other directors wish to run. 

In the Future City, situate a shelter to represent Gondo’s home. Where might the kidnapper live? 
Which train line in the Future City is the one Gondo rides when he receives his telephone call? 

Discuss: ethics, logic, reason confronting madness (and vice versa), envy, socio-economic status, 
maps, forensics, addiction, Feudal archetypes in Kurosawa (Lear, Star Wars, etc.), black and white 
photography and film, the novelty of color (included in one scene). 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FIVE 

“Take Music With You (Back to the Cave)” 

Explore radio waves, sound waves, 
heterodyne principle, workings of an 
electric guitar “from pic to ear”, e.g. 
wire disturbs electromagnetic field created 
by a pickup, induces current . . . 

Disassemble an electric guitar, rebuild 
system without the guitar body 

Design and build a special effects machine 
for guitar 

Using Arduino Uno and buzzer, design a 
music making machine; modulate sound output 
using a potentiometer, PWM (pulse width 
modulation) combined with for loops, light 
sensors and other non-binary variables 

Replace Uno with Due, create analog output using DCA to full size amp 

Explain how a theremin works 
 
Build a laser harp 

Write and perform a song with your instruments 

Interpret “You never turned around to see the frowns on the jugglers and the clowns / When they 
all come down and did tricks for you” and investigate the significance of “Dylan plugs 
in” (Newport 1965) 

references (suggested readings loosely related to the unit): 

Angela Davis, Women, Race & Class 
Angela Davis, An Autobiography 
Todd Gitlin, The Sixties  

Bob Dylan with Fender Stratocaster, 
July 25 1965, Newport Folk Festival
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SIX 

“Have You Been Fast Asleep? Have You Heard Voices?” 

Exposit an anthropological doctrine - e.g., answer the 
question “What is a person?” 

Make a rainbow connection: design and build a muppet that 
humorously interprets or re/presents your anthropological 
doctrine 

Learn to use the muppet: you will need it in Unit 7! 

Materials: two ping pong balls, fabric, cardboard, sewing 
equipment, servos, programmable board and misc craft 
materials, old clothing 

references: 

https://www.instructables.com/id/DIY-Muppet-Puppet/ 

  

 

Caravaggio, Ecce Homo, Palazzo Bianco, 
Musei di Strada Nuova (Genova)

https://www.instructables.com/id/DIY-Muppet-Puppet/
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SEVEN 

Wrap-up exhibit & celebration of makings and stories (caves, gondola lifts, future city, etc.) 

Hosted exclusively by hand-made muppets from Unit Six 

This unit provides an opportunity for students to share their learning with younger and older 
peers 

Materials: apple juice & graham crackers, projects, passion, play, peers 

Maypole dance at spring conference, Reed College, 1915


